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The finest modern military thinker, Maj. Gen J.F.C. Fuller, wrote “the true objective of war is
not military victory but the peace that follows it.’

Amen. Besotted by tribalism and propaganda, we often forget why we are fighting and what
changes the current war will bring. We think killing fellow humans is a noble quest rather
than the basest Stone Age behavior.

Case in point, the current war in Ukraine. There, ex-Russians now rebranded “Ukrainians”
are battling Russia’s not so competent armies.

The United States and its vassals are pouring arms and money galore into the rebellious
Ukraine – over $100 billion to date. This is an amazing amount of money considering hardly
anyone in the US had ever heard of Ukraine and certainly couldn’t find it on a map, and that
this flood of money comes from the US which is itself on the financial ropes and operating
on borrowed money.

Getting  America  so  deeply  involved  in  the  obscure  Ukraine  War  was  thanks  to  truly
monumental propaganda produced by the six US government-controlled TV channels and
court  newspapers.  Its  24-7  happy  news  about  Ukraine  and  constant  vilification  of  re-
demonized  Russia.

We are in fact involved in a war that dares not speak its name. Russia denies it’s a war at all
and claims to be fighting a recrudescence of Euro fascism. The US and its subservient allies
also deny a war is going on, while pouring arms and munition on an almost WWII scale into
Ukraine – whose government the US spent $5 billion overthrowing.

Russia won’t call this war a war, still pretending it’s a `police action’ – rather like the past US
invasions of Panama, the Dominican Republic and Haiti. But, as western arms and covert
troops  pour  into  Ukraine  and  Russia  can’t  manage  to  field  adequate  troops  or  weapons,
holding  on  to  the  ‘police  action’  fiction  is  preposterous.
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What’s happening in Washington is that the Democrat neo-liberals smell Russian blood and
are intoxicated by the prospect of  first  Russian defeat in Ukraine,  then the collapse of  the
current Russian federation made up of 83 supposedly sovereign units. Russia is very fragile
and vulnerable to  foreign-engineered unrest.  Russia’s  Far  East  is  dangerously  exposed
between US and Chinese ambitions.

The dramatic transformation of most of the formerly staunch communist republic of Ukraine
into an arch-anti-communist Kiev republic is a dire warning signal for Moscow. Russian
leader Dimitry Medvedev just warned that Russia’s defeat in Ukraine would trigger a nuclear
war. He could be right.

The leading  American  neocon,  Victoria  Nuland,  boasted  that  it  cost  only  $5  billion  to
overthrow Ukraine’s former inept communist regime and replace it by a TV actor, Volodymyr
Zelensky. The Russian-speaking parts of Ukraine don’t even have a capable spokesman.

It’s by now clear that the so-called non-war in Ukraine is dangerously escalating towards a
full-scale US-NATO-Russia war that might turn into World War III. The duty of great powers is
to keep world affairs calm.

Instead,  the  US  and  its  European  satraps  keep  pouring  fuel  on  the  fire.  Ukraine,  once
infamous as Europe’s most corrupt nation, is happily gulping down the billions from the US
and Europe. Swiss banks are making a killing. So too arms manufacturers who had been
facing flat or declining sales before this jolly little war.

Germany, the keystone of NATO power, is caught between its sensible goal of keeping good
relations  with  Moscow  and  its  subservience  to  Washington.  If  the  Ukraine  war  intensifies,
Germany will be caught in the middle – an obvious target for Russian tactical nuclear strikes.

Who in Washington has begun to add up the costs of keeping post-war Ukraine going.
Without a steady inflow of billions from the US and its rich allies, Ukraine will likely collapse
into  warring  fiefs.  Worse,  if  Russia  is  somehow  defeated,  who  will  assume  its  financial
upkeep and prevent this nuclear superpower from running amok? Will China sit back and
allow its only major ally to be splintered? Would militants in China’s leadership not beat the
war drums to re-occupy border regions lost in the 19th century to Imperial Russia?

Time for the Great American power to act to bring peace and stability, not more war.
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